LIMITED NOBILITY presents UPWARD NOBILITY: A SOLO SHOW & PROTOTYPE SALE at
MILK GLASS GALLERY
UPWARD NOBILITY opens Friday, July 13th from 7 to 11 p.m. at 1247 Dundas St. West

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - May 22, 2018

(TORONTO) Friday, July 13th, Toronto-based furniture designer LIMITED NOBILITY is proudly opening
their first solo show and prototype sale, UPWARD NOBILITY, in MILK GLASS GALLERY at 1247
Dundas Street West. The show will feature both existing prototypes from LIMITED NOBILITY’S
collection at attainable prices as well as a new series of small tables entitled AZULEJO.
Opening Night: Friday, July 13th from 7 to 11 p.m.
The show will be on display until Sunday the 15th. To see the work, please visit
www.limitednobility.com.

On Friday, July 13th, Milk Glass Gallery will host UPWARD NOBILITY–furniture designer LIMITED
NOBILITY’s first solo show and prototype sale. The exhibition will include already popular pieces–like
the VEIN Vanity Stools featured on BTToronto in January 2018 showcasing the Interior Design Show–
at discounted prices as well as a new series of tiled tables, so-called AZULEJO.
The AZULEJO Series is the most recent objects designed and fabricated by Limited Nobility. Each
piece features either square or diamond tiles, tinted grout, and some neon tube details. The tiles make
employ of dreamy glazes and the blue grout is a nod to the original blue tiles of Portugal and Spain.
The series has been an opportunity for McCutcheon to experiment with never used before materials
like tiles and neon lighting.
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An exciting new project for LIMITED NOBILITY, the AZULEJO Series will be the first of their in-house
designed pieces to be suitable for outdoor use. The grout and tile protect the elegant pieces for years
of patio elegance. The Series will be available in both a square- and a diamond-shaped Parsons-style
table as well as a pedestal-style version suitable as either a side table or seat.
Departing from their usual material choices, tiles are an exciting new medium to work with for Limited
Nobility. As always, the design stays true to style: pure geometry informed with elegance and unlikely
material choices.
View all of Limited Nobility’s unique and indulgent pieces at www.limitednobility.com.
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ABOUT LIMITED NOBILITY
Limited Nobility is the work of Maggie McCutcheon, a Toronto-based furniture designer and maker.
Her background in comparative literature and creative writing informs her work with a conceptually
rich authenticity. Each piece is on nodding terms with the canon of the past as it embraces elegantly
contemporary forms. She creates work that is at once opulent and luxurious without sacrificing purpose
or comfort.
She believes unwaveringly in the beauty of materials and in the truths belying organic and pure forms.

For information, images, interviews contact:
Maggie McCutcheon (Principal)
416.817.5909
info@limitednobility.com
Download your media kit and high res photos at www.limitednobility.com/media
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